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The naughties of quaranta 
of the tenera of rapit2a 
of his vostra Zed il donkey 
the one of localizzo of riflessione I gave convolusis 
I gave them a cut of the dulie 
that comes dispersi possibile hampen circulant 
of leeward leboner of the one I gave senso 
of degree of derober of the one of della 
it cuts off the dulie of chiaro 
of the conjugato of il gorn 
of his of genuflessione of pasciamo 
in the stem cells of sulla of oppenheimers
looping isoclinus while the Frobenius norm
inaugurates the law of new nutshells 
containing the kernels 
of my very own tank.
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Ortho to pulverize 
base tainted to seat 
to lon of dormer neonibble 
to loss ou gogan of kevin gorgon 
to loss Loo brogan of ted marchibroda 
to fable neither to the neighbor to simmer nor of the gift 
to cover with boards the club of the official’s fable 
of the neighboring reign of revolutionary Armed Forces 
it goes in fable goes fable fable 
to the vukel of the luker 
fable of idiot this question 
a throwback to the fuzz of no nose 
whose garden hose breeds endless generations of interest 
letting the table setters of the generalissimo 
give flower to the manifold 
of the cobject array 
clobbering Scott.
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The Volumen of the doey 
of the disease of wanbye 
of the sponging of menger that limits Bedung to nans ZuZu 
annually von Selbyduktionsschpule of goddard of same gelder 
the same doey of chuletas who meeps the sponge of menger 
many fits the trousers they solve 
to eigen of vicode of the defense of another doey one of eigen 
of the grasping to sponge menger 
to adjust the root of trousers 
with trix telescoping
i except one.
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